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* Dn lng Uwe Schulz expla¡ns the REIIGO system fur indoor contrcl

ads. It was accepted laminar flow system for the supply of
ion of cooling loads fresh air and the displacement of heat
failure ¡o limit fabric gains known as REDCO (Radiant Energy

stage had led not only Dynamics for Comfon). Its development
I and operating costs and general design details are described

organisation was approached to re-assess

the whole idea of air condidoning in light
of a newly perceived oblective for such
installations. This was rhe creation of a

complete indoor climare in which more
criteria needed to be considered than lust
the renewal of room air and the removal
of heat gains. Furthermore, it was clear
that the random method by which these
two processes were often designed and
operated as totally separate systems was
responsible for much ofthe dissatisfac-

but also to poor system contro

Ihe REIIC0 concept
The Swiss researchers immediately recog-

nised the need for an integrated approach
for the evaluation and design of each
component of the air cond.itioning and
that positive use must be made of the
thermal dynamic characterisrics not only
of the conditioned space but also of its
occupants and contents. For this to be

achieved, total responsibility for the

Abovo: a
c¡mbin¡lion of
cooled ceilings

and displacenent
ve¡rtilation can

be iu¡t the ticket
lor a co¡¡fo¡t¡ble

indoor
envi¡onmont

tion with air conditioning being widely
expressed at that time.

In addition to a general re-definicion of
indoor air quality, stricter codes of prac-
tice in respect of air movement velocities
had been introduced in Germany and
Switzerland which had the effect of ren-
dering inappropriate many hitherto
accepted methods of air conditioning.

One further factor of importance was
the more realistic approach being taken

indoor climate system had to be assumed

by a single supplier yet, at the same time,
sufficient flexibiliry needed to be retained
within the design concept ro accommo-
date the individual requirements of the
architect, the design engineer, the prolect
mânagement and, not least, the building
owner.

The result of this design study is a
method of indoor climate control which
combines radiant cooled ceilings with a
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below.

Air ¡enewal
The condition known as "Sick Building
Syndrome" has given rise to considerable
research activity concentrâting on the
harmful substances encountered within
the building itself. However, the charge
of deleterious material in the indoor
atmosphere ranges from the simple water
vapour and CO2 produced by human
occupants through to complex noxious
gases emanating from the building struc-
tu¡e and fittings. Because both the charge

levels of these contaminants and the our-
door air concentration of CO2 vary, dif.-

ferences still exist as to the recommended
minimum air quantity for each occupant.

However, there is general agreement
that a room air change rate of 2.5 to 3
times per hour is to be recommended and
it will be possible to fu¡ther increase ven-

tilation efficiency if the appropriate fresh
air quantity can be brought directly to
where it will be inhaled by the room
occupants. Such a solution is offered by
displacement ventilation in which the viti-
ated air is not allowed to mix with the
fresh air but is evacuated at the upper
level of the room. With laminar intro-
duction of air at low level into the room
and the exploitation of thermal currents
naturally generated by the heat emitted
by the human body and other heat
sources, the quality of supply air received

is perceptibly improved and draughts
avoided.

Iíhilst the continuous emission of
body heat creates a lift rare of air at head

height in the order 0.25 m/s, the air
approaching onto a person should be free

of turbulence and at a velocity not
exceeding 0.15 m/s. This requirement
can be achieved with a displacement ven-
tilation system but one which will only
provide the removal of room heat gains

up to 30-35 Wm2. Even with the more
realistic approach to heat gains, this level

cooling is unlikely to be adequate for an
average office environment.

Heat gain rcmoYal
A method is required for providing the
extra cooling needed without compro-
mising the room condition achieved with
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Cassette un¡t

TTI I a5
breeze

The 45,000 BTU/h fits unobtrusively into any false ceiling and
features knock out panels that can provide fresh or recycled air to
even the furthest corners of a building. This means that additional
rooms may be linked to the system. lt also features a 3 phase

multi-directional air flow adjustment system which ensures an even
distribution of air in every direction. There is also a choice between

lf you think air conditioning
is an expensive luxury or a

long and complicated
process to install, then you
obviously haven't been
introduced to Fujitsu's new
45,000 BTU/h cassette unit.

units which supply cool
air and those which
offer both cooling and
heating options.

lf you'd like to know iust
how muth of a breeze it is to
get fresh air indoors, telephone
07 07 27 2841,'Íax O7O7 2731 1 1

or write to:
Fuj¡tsu General (U.K.) Co. ttd.,
Great North Road, Hatfield,
Herts. AL9 5JN.

Floor mounted

FU ITSU

Wall mounted Window mounted
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AN ENORMOUS
INVESTMENT ON

OUR PAR| -A SMALLER
ONE ON YOURS.

Speci[y a Woods Aerofoil Axial fìow fan and you're getting rhe benefit of a

[, million a year R 6r D budget and almost 100 ,vears experience. With reliabiliLy

guaranteed by Real Time Radiography of all die-cast aluminium rotating parts. and

quality cenified in Woods accreditation to BS i750 pan Ì, ISO 9001, EN 29001

Plus 85 7146 (Pan 2) in the Smoke Venting HT series Fans built to withsund high

temperature lìre smoke and provide conventional ventilaLion too

But whether you specify conventional or smoke venting technology, you can

select from a range rhat offers ease oIinstallation, quick avaihbility, and a wide choice

oI speeds and impeller styles, an'alue lor money prtces An investment rvhich wiìl

repaf itsell time and again in quality and reliabilitl

For a full information pack on

Woods' complete range call us on

0206 4+122 oÍ return the reader AIRMOVEMEM

response card Quality you can afford

Woods oI Colchester Lrd. Tu[nellWa1, Colchester CO4 5AR

Tel: (020ó) 44122. Fax: (020ó) t7++l+ 
' 
9ôd.o.p"n'

For more information circle reader service No 17



Ventilation
the displacement system as described
above. Increasing the air flow volume is

clearly not an acceptable option if the
limit of 0.15m/s is to be maintained.
Similarly convective cooling elements,
even if nor fan assisted, may set up air
movement patterns in which the crirical
air speed is likely to be exceeded' In
addition, natural downward convection
may tend to work against the natural dis-
placement effect which is an essenrial pan
of the fresh air supply system. Whilst this
may be overcome by careful location of
the cooling elements in respecr to the
known heat sources, the system then loses

much of its flexibiliry in use.

Nearly half the hear emitted by the
body is by radiation and it is when this
heat balance is achieved that an individ-
ual will feel most comfortable. Most
other heat sources will also be capable of
hear dissipation by the same means. The
logical solution to providing extra cool-
ing must surely be the combination of
displacement ventilation with the removal
of hear by radiation.

The ceiling is both rhe obvious and
ideal choice for the radiant surface, par-
ticularly as it can be cooled by both air
and water. Selection of the heat transfer
media will be on the basis of a number of
pârameters, including investment and
running costs, and the cooling capacity
required from the system.

Development
For maximum comfort and the minimum
use of energy, the surface temperature for
the ceiling surface should be as high as

possible. In che development of the
REDCO system, chis important criteria
was met by following these guide-lines:
O By leaving 75"/" Íree access through the
ceiling it is still possible to exploit rhe
storage capacity of the building mass
thereby reducing the output required
from the ceiling system.
O By mounting the chilled ceiling ele-
ments at a specific distance below the
slab, the entire peripheral surface a¡ea of
the cooling element can panicipate in the
heat exchange process.

O For both its thermal conductivity and
adaptabiliry to a flexible design concept
for the ceiling, aluminium was the cho-
sen material for the REDCO system ele-

ments.
O To achieve optimum heat flow from
the element surface passageways for the
cooling media, whether for water or air,
are incorporated into the REDCO
extruded aluminium elements.

The system
\fith both components of rhe REDCO
system operadng in combination with the
thermal dynamic characteristics of the
conditioned space and its occupants, the
efficient evacuation of both building pol-
lution loads and heat gains is assured.
Extensive laboratory testing has shown
that the REDCO system for indoor cli-
mate control will perform successfully
over a wide and exacting range of oper-
ating conditions.

A variery of buildings can now bcnefit
from the agreeable environment it pro-

vides in combination with a minimum
use of energv.

Ghoice of heat Fansfer media
Vhilst it is accepted that water is many
rimes more efficient in terms of energy
and space for the transportation of heat

rhan air there will be instances where,
despite this appârent discrepancy, air will
be the preferred choice as the transfer
fluid in a REDCO system.

The choice of heat transfer media -
water, air or a combination of the rwo -
will be determined on the basis of the

cooling loads and the architectural and

rechnical requirements of the project.
REDCO-Vater will normally be the

first choice system because of its higher
cooling capaciry. A more comPact insral-

lation can also be achieved with the pos-

sibility of a minimum ceiling depth of
only 100mm.

The requirement for only a single dis-

rribution svstem for both air renewal and

cooling, and rhe absence of pipework
within ceilings voids are recognised as the

major benefirs to be gained from the use

of the alternative REDCO-Air system.

Water
Capable of removing more than 100
W/mt, the REDCO-Vater system has

been applied successfully over the full
range of range of heat gains from
40\l/m' upwards. Depending on this
peak heat gain , the chilled elements will
occupy no more thân 30-60% of the ceil-

ing surface area with the remainder being

available for lighting, acoustic and deco-

rative panels. Even in applications with
the maximum output, the cooling sur-
faces installed are rarely more than 6070

of the total area. Because of the fully
integrated conrols on one hand' and the

efficient use of the heat transfer process

on the other, cooling surface temperature
levels will remain well above the room air
dew point, eliminating any risk of con-
densation.

Air
Intended primarily for low energy build-
ings, REDCO-Air systems have, never-
theless, been successfully applied where
cooling loads have been in the order of
40-50 Wm'. The chilled ceiling elements

will normally be served directly from the

supply air system although a closed cir-
cuit air circulation is also a possibiliry.

Vhere supply air is to be used, it is

warmed as it passes through the chilled
ceiling elements and then discharged into
the conditioned space via laminar flow
outlets. With controlled humidity and
exhaust air extraction via luminaires, the

REDCO-Air system is capable of ensur-
ing a draught-free evacuation of heat
gains with temperature differentials of up
ro 18K. Compared with a conventional
air conditioning system, the lower air
flow quantiry results in energy consump-
tion being reduced by up to a half.

fli f,uid
A combinarion of both rypes - REDCO-
Air and REDCO-Water - this system
offers all rhe advantages of the two.

Varer is the predominant heat transier
media rnd the REDCO-Air Portion is

normally limited ro the supply air design

requirement only. However, in winter
and during the mid-seasons, when out-
door air is being used directly for free

cooling, the contribution from the
REDCO-\íater elemenrs can be reduced

or eliminated entirely.

Flexibility of choice
The flexibility of REDCO systems

extends beyond a choice of heat transf'er

fluid to the visual aspect of the exposed

surface. This can be made to match the

architectural requirements with no upper

or lower limits to the mounting height for
the ceiling. The placement of luminaires
will not effect air movement within the

occupied zone of the room.
The chilled ceiling elements are sup-

plied individually or pre-assembled into
modules depending on which provides
the easier method of insrallarion for a

given application.

Ceiling modules
REDCO elements in extruded aluminium
can be supplied in widths of 100 ro
250mm and lengths up ro 75OOmm'
These aluminium profiles are electro-
powder coated in accordance with the
"Qualicoat" requirements for quality and

colour sample range. Normally the fin-
ished elements are inregrated with match-

ing acoustic panels into chilled ceiling
modules and delivered pre-assembled
ready for mounting. REDCO-WATER
elements within a module âre pre-con-
nected to provide a single inlet and out-
let.

Laminar outlets
REDCO laminar flow outlets for both
ceiling and floor mounting can supplied
for use with REDCO chilled ceilings.
Designed for minimum turbulence and
entrainmertt of room air, they provide the

displacement ventilation effect which is

an indivisible component of the REDCO
integrated system for indoor climate con-
rrol.

REDCO laminar ceiling outlets are

available in a variety of configurations
and surface treatments. All are capable,
however, of transferring the supply air to
low level for displacement diffusion at
velocities well with the required limit of
0.15 m/s.

The REDCO type PDB outlet is a true
displacement floor diffuser intended for
a maximum duty in rhe order of 20 l/s.

The square diffuser plate is in perforated
stainless steel and the unit can be supplied
with a mounting flange and carpet trim
in the same material.

Good control of the rotal indoor cli-
mate is recognised as being essential for
the high levels of occupant efficiency
needed for today's competitive world.
REDCO, with its logical combination of
dynamic and static elements offers the
building owner the opportunity to
achieve this goal.
n(Jwe Schulz is technical director at
REDCO-CLIMA
More informationìrcle 210
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